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Training Opportunities at Adventure Sports Warwick

What you will learn on the ELS Adventure Sport Courses…



Teams will tackle all the following leadership development exercises;

This course is suitable for groups of 6 to 48 people
Duration: 3 hours
When: Weekends and Weekdays
Cost: ELS Pay £95.00 - You Pay £0.00

Challenge and Champion Team Building Course

1. Reverse Steer RTV Snooker

Drive a four-seater Kubota RTV through a series of coloured 
gates aiming to get the highest break. The problem is that 
when you steer left, the machine turns right, and once you 
get half-way round the driver is blindfolded. Then it’s up to 
your team members to navigate - a great way to test your 
communication and co-ordination skills!

2. Off Road Kart Challenge

A team endurance event with members learning pit crew 
drills. The team must decide on tactics to cover 24 laps as 
quickly as possible with all team members learning to drive 
these machines around the twists and turns of our off road 
circuit

3. Empire Crate Building

The aim is to build the tallest tower using just two parallel 
stacks of crates whilst one of you is standing on top!  
It is a superb trust and confidence building exercise.  
The climber is of course wearing a climbing harness, and 
is safely connected to a top rope. The remainder of the 
team is all needed to pass crates, and offer advice and 
encouragement.



Teams will tackle all the following leadership development exercises;

This course is suitable for groups of 6 to 48 people
Duration: 3 hours   When: Weekends and Weekdays
Cost: ELS Pay £63.00 - You Pay £0.00

Full Day - This Course is suitable for groups of 6 to 100 people
Duration: 6 hours   When: Weekends and Weekdays
Cost: ELS Pay £95.00 - You Pay £0.00

Lead & Succeed Team Building Course

1. Unexploded Bomb (UXB)

Retrieve a large unexploded bomb from a crater using ropes 
and pulleys, then decipher the code to defuse it before the 
countdown timer reaches zero. This task has both practical 
and mental elements. Examining how the team splits the 
workload is always interesting.

2. Electric Fence

A box of vital supplies must be recovered from a secure 
compound protected by a high voltage electric fence and 
minefield. A practical and problem solving task involving the 
whole team, requiring leadership and communication.

3. Nuclear Hazard

Toxic waste is leaking from a barrel, and the contents must 
be transferred to a safe container using ropes and poles. 
A physical task with only one complex solution! A team 
challenge that requires effective leadership for successful 
completion.



This lesson is suitable for up to 4 people
Duration: 1 hour    When: Weekends and Weekdays
Cost: ELS Pay £200.00 per vehicle - You Pay £0.00

This lesson is suitable for 4 to 8 people
Duration: 1 hour    When: Weekends and Weekdays
Cost: ELS Pay £160.00 per vehicle - You Pay £0.00

This lesson is suitable for 4 to 24 people
Duration: Half Day or Full Day
When: Weekends and Weekdays
Cost: Half Day ELS Pay £600.00 per vehicle - You Pay £0.00
          Full Day ELS Pay £800.00 per vehicle - You Pay £0.00

Learn the basics of off road driving. The session will start on our 4x4 training 
course to ensure the essential techniques are understood and practiced. The 
lesson will then progress to a real off road environment where the techniques will 
be put to the test. An experienced instructor will be with the group throughout to 
ensure everyone is safe and comfortable. To do this course driving experience is 
useful, but not essential - all participants must be able to comfortably reach the 
pedals.

You will learn how to drive off road. Up to 4 drivers can be taught at any one 
time. The training Land Rovers can accommodate the driver, the instructor (in the 
passenger seat) and up to three passengers on the back seats - the driving time 
is divided down between all the group members. The training area incorporates 
mud, hill climbs, descents and challenging rough ground. The instructor will 
provide tuition throughout and the drivers will take it in turns to be both driver and 
passenger. As long as you can comfortably reach the pedals you can take part. 
No driving ability is required so non-drivers and those without a driving license are 
more than welcome.

The objective is to get your vehicle (up to 4 people per Land Rover) 
to as many ‘Checkpoints’ as possible. Some checkpoints are easy 
to reach whilst others will require truly epic degrees of effort, planning 
and resourcefulness. Muddy, physical and a real test of teamwork!

Woodland Trail Lesson

4x4 Taster Lesson

4x4 Safari Team Work Lesson



50 Shot Clay Shoot

Suitable for individuals and groups who would like 
to have a really good go at clay shooting. A CPSA 
qualified instructor will teach the shooter to shoot 
a series of challenging targets including Driven, 
Rabbits, Teal, Going Away and Crossers. We 
will issue all of the equipment including shotgun, 
cartridges, clay targets, hearing and eye protection.

20 Shot Clay Shoot

Ideal for small or large group who would like to try 
Clay Shooting for the first time. This session will give 
each guest 20 shots under the supervision of a CPSA 
instructor. No experience required, and all equipment 
provided.

Safety Introduction Lesson

If you are looking to take up clay shooting as a sport 
/ hobby this lesson will equip you with the safety 
information and knowledge required to shoot at a clay 
shooting ground.
The lesson includes
• Shooting ground safety principles
• Gun handling
• Shooting techniques
• Explanation of disciplines  

(Skeet, DTL, Sporting and Sportrap)
• Shooting ground etiquette
• Shotgun licence requirements
• Types of shotgun
• Cartridge loads, shot size and chamber length
The lesson also includes 50 shots to put the theory into 
practice.

Duration: 1 hour 30 minutes
Number Total Cost ELS Pay You Pay
1-3 £65.00 £43.00 £22.00
4-7 £60.00 £40.00 £20.00
8+ £55.00 £36.00 £19.00

This lesson is suitable for 3 people or more
Duration: 1 hour
When: Weekends and Weekdays
Total Cost ELS Pay You Pay
£30.00 £20.00 £10.00

This lesson is suitable for 1 to 3 people
Duration: 1 person - 1 hour 30 minutes
 2 people - 2 hours
 3 person - 2 hours 30 minutes
When: Weekends and Weekdays
Number Total Cost ELS Pay You Pay
1 £90.00 £60.00 £30.00
2 £70.00 £45.00 £25.00
3 £66.50 £44.00 £22.50

Wedgnock has operated as a shooting range for over 100 years and is one of the Midlands’ largest 
and best attended clay pigeon shooting grounds. Our reputation is built on providing the clay shooter 
with a high quality shooting experience regardless of ability.

Clay Shooting - Suitable for individuals or groups



This lesson is suitable for 5 to 8 people or more
Duration: 1 hour
When: Weekends and Weekdays
Total Cost ELS Pay You Pay
£25.00 £16.50 £8.50

This course is suitable for groups of 6 to 72 people
Duration: 3 activities - 3 hours
 6 activities - 6 hours
Cost: 3 activities, ELS Pay £95 - You Pay £0.00
         6 activities, ELS Pays £144 - You Pay £0.00

Full tuition will be given on the art of using a recurve longbow (a normal bow and arrow) at our 100 
acre activity centre in Warwick. Learn how to hold a bow, aim and shoot at a full size archery target 
using aluminium shafted arrows.

A series of practice arrows will allow the basics to be mastered before the session moves on to 
a competition round (usually 9 arrows per person). Throughout the duration of the lesson most 
participants will see a real improvement in their accuracy and ability. Most people begin with no 
experience and can only just get an arrow on target – by the end of the session some impressive 
scores can be achieved.

Teams will tackle 3 of the following events  
in a half day, or 6 in a full day:

• Reverse Steer Snooker

• 4x4 Off Road Driving

• Off Road Kart Challenge

• Climbing Wall

• Empire Crate Building

• Missile Mission

• Poles Apart Challenge

• UXB Team Challenge

Archery

The Mixed Activity Team Building Event


